Choose the Best Word

Directions: Read each sentence and then circle the word that best completes it.

1. I thought I knew the answer, so I _____________ by holding up my hand.
   reply    replies    replied    replying

2. Dad was busy _____________ the weeds that have taken over our yard.
   spray     sprays     sprayed     spraying

3. We all _____________ the movie, even though we thought it was a bit silly.
   enjoy     enjoys     enjoyed     enjoying

4. People who are concerned with our environment are sometimes
   _____________ by the amount of trash people leave behind.
   horrify    horrifies    horrified    horrifying

5. How many people are _____________ at your dad’s company?
   employ     employs     employed     employing

6. It _____________ me to see people who are scared of a little garden snake.
   annoy      annoys      annoyed      annoying